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Abstract
We present JHU’s system submission to the ASVspoof 2019
Challenge: Anti-Spoofing with Squeeze-Excitation and Resid-
ual neTworks (ASSERT). Anti-spoofing has gathered more and
more attention since the inauguration of the ASVspoof Chal-
lenges, and ASVspoof 2019 dedicates to address attacks from
all three major types: text-to-speech, voice conversion, and re-
play. Built upon previous research work on Deep Neural Net-
work (DNN), ASSERT is a pipeline for DNN-based approach to
anti-spoofing. ASSERT has four components: feature engineer-
ing, DNN models, network optimization and system combina-
tion, where the DNN models are variants of squeeze-excitation
and residual networks. We conducted an ablation study of the
effectiveness of each component on the ASVspoof 2019 corpus,
and experimental results showed that ASSERT obtained more
than 93% and 17% relative improvements over the baseline sys-
tems in the two sub-challenges in ASVspooof 2019, ranking
ASSERT one of the top performing systems. Code and pre-
trained models are made publicly available1.
Index Terms: ASVspoof, Anti-Spoofing, Speaker Verification

1. Introduction
Automatic Speaker Verification (ASV) has become an increas-
ingly attractive option for biometric authentication. Past re-
search has shown that ASV systems are subject to malicious at-
tacks: the presentation attacks. Presentation attacks, or spoofing
attacks, refer to attempts of bypassing ASV systems by mim-
icking the voice characteristics of the target speaker. Spoofing
attacks have four widely-recognized specifications: imperson-
ation, replay, text-to-speech (TTS) and voice conversion (VC).
To defend against these attacks, a standalone anti-spoofing sys-
tem is developed in parallel to the ASV system [1]. Recent
efforts on anti-spoofing developments mainly originated from
the Biennial ASVspoof Challenges [2, 3, 4].

Previous ASVspoof Challenges focused on promoting
awareness and fostering solutions to spoofing attacks generated
from TTS, VC and replay [2, 3, 4]. ASVspoof 2019 aims to ad-
dress all previous attacks and further extended previous editions
of ASVspoof in three aspects:

• Update attacks with TTS and VC with state-of-the-art
technologies, especially those based on neural networks.

• Create a more controlled setup for replay attacks, cover-
ing acoustic and microphone conditions and predefined
replay device qualities.

• Adopt an evaluation metric to assess impacts of stan-
dalone anti-spoofing systems to a fixed ASV system.

ASVspoof 2019 Challenge is composed of two sub-challenges:
Physical Access (PA) and Logical Access (LA). LA considers
spoofing attacks generated with TTS and VC, and PA refers to
spoofing attacks from replay.

1https://github.com/jefflai108/ASSERT

Research work on anti-spoofing can be divided into one of
the three categories: Feature Learning [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14], Statistical Modeling [4, 15, 16, 17], and Deep Neu-
ral Network (DNN) [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Having
witnessed the successes of DNNs in ASVspoof 2017, we de-
cided to explore and extend several DNN-based systems for
the ASVspoof 2019 Challenge. Our objective is to identify
and design core components of a working pipeline for DNN-
based approach to anti-spoofing. These components, feature
engineering, DNN models, network optimization, and system
fusion, make up our anti-spoofing system, which we term Anti-
Spoofing with Squeeze-Excitation and Residual neTworks, or
ASSERT. The main contribution of this paper is two-fold:

1. We conducted experiments on the effectiveness of sev-
eral DNN models in detecting spoofing attacks gener-
ated from audio replay, TTS and VC. The DNN mod-
els are based on variants of Squeeze-Excitation Network
(SENet) [26] and ResNet [27]. To our knowledge, we
were the first to introduce SENet and ResNet with sta-
tistical pooling to address anti-spoofing, and we also ex-
tended our previous work in [20] such that the DNNs are
deeper but faster-trained.

2. We presented an ablation study, from feature engineer-
ing, network optimization, to fusion schemes for training
DNN models for anti-spoofing. We believe these collec-
tive strategies are vital for the performance of DNNs. In
addition, we compared ASSERT with our implementa-
tion of i-vectors baselines [28]. Results on the ASVspoof
2019 corpus demonstrated that ASSERT achieved signif-
icant performances over the baseline systems, with more
than 93% and 17% relative improvements on PA and LA
respectively. Our fusion system was ranked 3rd in the PA
sub-challenge, and 14th in the LA sub-challenge.

The outline of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
details ASSERT, from the feature engineering approaches, pro-
posed DNN models, to the optimization and fusion schemes.
Section 3 compares the results of ASSERT with the baseline
systems on the ASVspoof 2019 corpus. We ended the paper
with some concluding remarks in Section 4.

2. ASSERT
This section presents an overview of each component of AS-
SERT: input feature representations to DNN models, the DNN
models and their parameters, along with the network optimiza-
tion and fusion schemes. The feature preparation is either a
unified feature map or the whole utterance. Both approaches
are based on some low-level acoustic features. The DNN mod-
els are variants of squeeze-excitation and residual networks:
SENet34, SENet50, Mean-Std ResNet, Dilated ResNet, and
Attentive-Filtering Network.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Unified Feature Map approach. Low-
level acoustics feature are first extracted, and the utterance is
repeated to form a unified feature map. Then, the feature map is
broken down into segments with length M frames and overlap
L frames, before inputting into the DNN models.

2.1. Feature Engineering

Acoustic Features: We extracted two different acoustic fea-
tures: constant Q cepstral coefficients (CQCC) [5] and log
power magnitude spectra (logspec). Following [4], we extracted
30 dimension CQCC feature, including the 0’th order cepstral
coefficient and without CMVN. The dimension of logspec is
257. For both CQCC and logspec, we did not apply voice activ-
ity detection nor any normalization to the acoustic features, as
we empirically found doing so yield better results.

Unified Feature Map2: We followed previous work [20] and
created a unified feature map as input to the DNN models. Since
the lengths of evaluation utterances were not known before-
hand, we first extended all utterances to multiple of M frames.
Then, the extended feature map was broken down into segments
of length M frames. The segments can have L frames overlap.

For the 2019 ASVspoof Challenge, M is set to 400, and
L is set to either 0 or 200. Figure 1 is an illustration of this
feature engineering approach. There may be multiple segments
per utterance. We simply averaged the DNN outputs over all
segments for each utterance.

Whole Utterance: In addition to the Unified Feature Map, we
considered another feature engineering approach by training
models with the whole utterance (variable length input). For
each minibatch during training, utterances are zero-padded to
match the length of the longest utterance. Padding frames are
subsequently removed in the pooling layer of the DNNs.

2.2. DNN model

Squeeze-Excitation Network: Given recent achievements
in spoofing countermeasures from different DNN architec-
tures [19, 20], we explored an extension of ResNet, Squeeze-
Excitation Network (SENet), for ASVspoof 2019. SENet
has attained impressive image classification results, where a
channel-wise transform is appended to existing DNN build-
ing blocks, such as the Residual unit [26]. We implemented
two variants of SENets: SEnet34 with ResNet34 backbone, and
SEnet50 with ResNet50 backbone. Table 1 contains the model
parameters of SEnet34 and SEnet50. SEnet34 and SEnet50
were trained with unified feature maps of logspec while each
minibatch contains 64 feature maps.

Mean-Std ResNet: Recent work in speaker recognition [29,

2This is not practical for long utterances, but spoofed speech are
mostly recorded in short duration (less than 10 seconds).
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Figure 2: (Bottom Left) Dilated ResNet is consisted of four
blocks followed by a fully-connected layer. Each block has five
residual units, a max-pooling layer, and a dilated convolution
layer. (Right) Attentive-Filtering applies an attention-based
masking prior to a Dilated ResNet. Input feature goes through
four downsampling and four upsampling units. Skip connection
is used throughout. Dilation indicates the dilation rate of each
convolution layer. Bilinear indicates bilinear upsampling.

30] has demonstrated that ResNet [27] with pooling achieves
comparable results as x-vectors [31]. Therefore, we intro-
duced ResNet with pooling for anti-spoofing. Specifically, we
employed Mean-Std ResNet, where mean and standard devi-
ation are estimated over timesteps to represent the whole ut-
terance [31] after frame-level features are extracted from a
ResNet34. Table 1 contains the model parameters of a Mean-
Std ResNet. Since the pooling layer accounts for variable length
input, we train Mean-Std ResNet with the whole utterance.
Both CQCC and logpsec were used, while each minibatch con-
tains 64 and 32 full utterances, respectively.

Dilated ResNet: Following previous work [20], we applied
Dilated ResNet to ASVspoof 2019. Different from Mean-Std
ResNet, Dilated ResNet contains a dilated convolution layer in
each residual block [32]. We also extended the original dilated
residual block to multiple residual units. Figure 2 is a sketch of
the Dilated ResNet, and Table 1 contains its model parameters.
Contrary to Mean-Std ResNet, Dilated ResNet does not have
any pooling layer and thus only accepts fixed-size input. We
trained Dilated ResNet with the same condition as the SENets.
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Table 3: Ablation study of single system results on ASVspoof 2019. Due to space constraint, for each DNN model, we merely included
top two performing systems in the table. Under Training Objective column, MCE stands for multi-class cross entropy, BCE stands for
binary cross entropy, and acc/EER stands for the model selection criterion after each training epoch.

Model Acoustic Feature Training Model PA development LA development
Feature Engineering Objective Params. t-DCFmin

norm EER (%) t-DCFmin
norm EER (%)

CQCC-GMM CQCC + ∆ + ∆∆ N/A EM 138k 0.195 9.87 0.012 0.43
LFCC-GMM LFCC + ∆ + ∆∆ N/A EM 92k 0.255 11.96 0.066 2.71
100-i-vectors CQCC + ∆ + ∆∆ N/A EM 593k 0.306 12.37 0.155 5.18
200-i-vectors CQCC + ∆ + ∆∆ N/A EM 2339k 0.322 12.52 0.121 4.12

SENet34 logspec unifed, L=200 BCE + acc. 1344k 0.015 0.575 0 0
logspec unifed, L=200 BCE + EER 1344k 0.017 0.686 0 0

SENet50 logspec unifed, L=200 MCE + EER 1095k 0.021 0.799 0 0
logspec unifed, L=200 BCE + EER 1093k 0.017 0.631 0 0

Mean-Std logspec whole BCE + acc. 1389k 0.022 0.832 0 0
ResNet CQCC whole MCE + acc. 1390k 0.041 1.429 0.001 0.040

Dilated logspec unifed, L=200 MCE + EER 593k 0.029 1.072 0 0
ResNet logspec unifed, L=200 BCE + EER 592k 0.024 0.780 0 0

Attentive- logspec unifed, L=200 MCE + EER 600k 0.027 1.057 0 0
Filteirng Net logspec unifed, L=200 BCE + acc. 599k 0.021 0.740 0 0

verification system, provided by the organizers in the case of
ASVspoof 2019 Challenge.

Implementation: We used training partition to train our DNN
models. Development partition was used for model selection
during validation and system combination. We did not use any
external data or data augmentation technique for development.
CQCC-GMM and LFCC-GMM were adopted directly from the
MATLAB script3. Acoustic features and i-vectors were ex-
tracted with Kaldi [37]. DNNs were implemented in PyTorch.

3.3. Ablation Study of Single Systems

Table 3 compares ASSERT with the baseline systems in spoof-
ing countermeasure on the dev partition. The first observation is
that the i-vectors baseline performed worse than GMMs surpris-
ingly, which is contrary to prior work on the ASVspoof 2017
corpus [4, 15]. ASSERT attains substantial improvements from
the baseline GMM and i-vectors systems on both PA and LA. In
general, for training the proposed DNN models, logspec outper-
forms CQCC, and unified feature map with overlap outperforms
without overlap and whole utterance. On the other hand, there
are mixed results on using multi-task or binary training objec-
tive, and on model selection with dev EER or dev classification
accuracy. We empirically found that the best single system is
based on SENet34 trained with unified feature map with over-
lap of logspec and binary cross-entropy loss with dev accuracy
model selection. The system obtains 92% and 94% relative im-
provements over CQCC-GMM on dev t-DCF and EER for PA,
and 100% relative improvements for LA.

3.4. Evaluation Results

Table 4 is the summary of our primary and single system sub-
mission to the ASVspoof 2019 Challenge. The single system is
based on SENet34 (logspec), and the primary system is a system
combination of five single systems based on SENet34 (logspec),
Mean-Std ResNet (CQCC, logspec), SENet50 (logspec) and Di-

3http://www.asvspoof.org

Table 4: Primary, single and baseline systems for ASVspoof
2019. Single system is based on SENet34; primary system is
a fusion of five systems based on: SENet34, Mean-Std ResNet
(CQCC, logspec), SENet50 and Dilated ResNet.

System Development Evaluation

t-DCFmin
norm EER t-DCFmin

norm EER

PA-single 0.015 0.575 0.036 1.29
PA-primary 0.003 0.129 0.016 0.59
PA-baseline 0.195 9.87 0.245 11.04

LA-single 0 0 0.216 11.75
LA-primary 0 0 0.155 6.70
LA-baseline 0.066 2.71 0.212 8.09

lated ResNet (logspec). Systems are trained separately for PA
and LA. We can observe that ASSERT generalizes well across
dev and eval for PA, nevertheless, it overfits on dev for LA. Our
primary system further gains 93% and 95% relative improve-
ments over CQCC-GMM on eval t-DCF and EER for PA, and
27% and 17% relative improvements over LFCC-GMM on eval
t-DCF and EER for LA.

4. Conclusions
We introduced ASSERT – several variants of squeeze-excitation
and residual networks, optimization and fusion schemes, along
with feature engineering approaches – for anti-spoofing. Our
fusion system attained considerable improvement over baseline
systems on the ASVspoof 2019 corpus. We believe this paper
serves as a preliminary work on a more comprehensive study
on DNN based countermeasures for speech spoofing attacks,
while meta-data analysis and model refinements on LA should
be further investigated.
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